Humoral and cellular immune reactions against tumor cells in patients with urinary bladder carcinoma. Correlation between direct and antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity.
Serum IgG fractions from a large and homogeneous group of patients with transitional cell carcinoma of the urinary bladder (TCC) were tested for their capacity to induce antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) with lymphocytes from healthy donors against a TCC-derived target cell and one derived from adenocarcinoma of the colon. Both targets have previously been shown to be of comparable susceptibility to cell-mediated lysis in vitro. Some of the IgG preparations showed strong and dose-dependent ADCC against either one or both targets, while others gave weak reactions or none at all. Similar results were obtained with IgG from a matched group of patients with prostatic carcinoma who were used as clinical controls (CC). In parallel experiments, lymphocytes taken from the two donor groups at the same time as the serum samples were tested for their direct cytotoxicity (CMC) against the two targets. CMC gave similar results to ADCC. The differences in cytotoxicity displayed by either IgG or lymphocytes from individual donors were analysed statistically, using nonparametric statistics. To avoid introducing bias due to arbitrary data selection, the entire set of results, comprising both high and low reactors, was included in the statistical assessment. ADCC of the TCC donors' IgG against the TCC target was significantly stronger than against the colon carcinoma and also significantly stronger than that of the control donors. Similarly, the TCC patients' lymphocytes displayed a significantly higher CMC against the TCC target than against the control targets. This was not seen when the lymphocytes from the patients with prostatic carcinoma were tested. When CMC and ADCC of individual donors were compared, a statistically significant correlation between these activities was seen in three of the four donor/target combinations. These results support earlier findings and suggest that a significant fraction of both the disease-related and the 'non-selective' CMC (NK) displayed by cancer patients lymphocytes against allogeneic tumor cells in vitro reflects antibody-dependent reactions.